Porsche caprice

Excludes options; taxes; title; registration; delivery, processing and handling fee; dealer
charges. Dealer sets actual selling price. This website uses cookies. We do this to better
understand how visitors use our site and to offer you a more personal experience. We share
information about your use of our site with social media and analytics partners in accordance
with our Privacy Notice. Model overview Filter. Compare models. Models Taycan Panamera
Macan Cayenne. Drive Rear wheel drive All wheel drive. Fueltype Gasoline Hybrid Electro. Apply
all filters Reset filter. Apply all filters. We are sorry. Your filter criteria did not provide a suitable
result. Show all models. Compare Remove. Boxster 25 Years. Taycan Models. Taycan 4S.
Taycan Turbo. Taycan Turbo S. Panamera Models. Panamera 4. Panamera 4 Executive.
Panamera 4 Sport Turismo. Panamera 4S. Panamera 4S Executive. Panamera 4S Sport Turismo.
Panamera 4 E-Hybrid. Panamera 4 E-Hybrid Executive. Panamera 4 E-Hybrid Sport Turismo.
Panamera 4S E-Hybrid. Panamera 4S E-Hybrid Executive. Panamera GTS. Panamera Turbo S.
Panamera Turbo S Executive. Panamera Turbo S Sport Turismo. Panamera Turbo S E-Hybrid.
Macan Models. Macan S. Macan GTS. Macan Turbo. Cayenne Models. Cayenne Coupe. Cayenne
E-Hybrid. Cayenne E-Hybrid Coupe. Cayenne S. Cayenne S Coupe. Cayenne GTS. Cayenne GTS
Coupe. Cayenne Turbo. Cayenne Turbo Coupe. Cayenne Turbo S E-Hybrid. Add one more
model to see results. Show comparison. Compare up to 3 models. Add model. Porsche is one of
the most iconic sports-car makers of all time, and continues to build desirable luxury vehicles
today. With a lineup of cars, SUVs, and electrified vehiclesâ€” all featuring superb driving
dynamics, impeccably crafted interiors, and extensive customizabilityâ€”Porsche offers
something for everyone. Despite its status as the entry-level Porsche, the Macan has the road
manners befitting the badge adorning its hood. Most Fun to Drive: Nearly every Porsche model
offers a thrilling driving experience; even the Cayenne and Macan are a joy to pilot on your
favorite winding road. In , the Macan earned the best-seller title, followed not far behind by the
Cayenne. Best Fuel Economy: Plug-in hybrid variants of the Porsche Cayenne and Panamera
bring electrification to the equation, allowing them to use electricity for short distances.
Although the Taycan isn't as efficient as other electric cars, the 4S model's EPA-rated 69 mpg-e
does beat other Porsche models. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Why isn't every vehicle
rated? We aim to test and rank as many vehicles as possible, once they're released. As we
periodically update our rankings, we'll rank new models and may adjust existing scores, too.
But we don't score vehicles with insufficient testing data. Porsche Top Ranked Vehicles 6.
Porsche SUVs 4. Not Rated. Porsche Sedans 2. Porsche Hybrids 3. Porsche Electrics 1. Porsche
Coupes 2. Porsche Convertibles 3. Porsche Discontinued Models 7. Show More. Search by
Make. Set of one-piece alloy wheels in a five-spoke GT design paint finish in satin black. Only
available on the Cayenne Coupe in conjunction with lightweight sport packages. Set of
one-piece alloy wheels in a five-spoke GT design paint finish in satin platinum. Only available
on the Cayenne Coupe with the lightweight sport package in black. Set of one-piece alloy
wheels in a five-spoke Sport Classic design paint finish in Jet Black Metallic. Porsche Exclusive
Manufaktur. Set of one-piece alloy wheels in a five-spoke Sport Classic design paint finish in
satin platinum. Set of one-piece alloy wheels with motorsport-derived design. Only available for
the Cayenne Coupe. Set of one-piece alloy wheels in a five-spoke Sport Classic design. Only
available for the Cayenne GTS models. Set of one-piece alloy wheels in an Exclusive design
paint finish in platinum silver and with highly polished surfaces. Set of one-piece alloy wheels
with Exclusive design with paint finish in satin platinum, including wheel arch extensions in
exterior color. Set of one-piece alloy wheels with Exclusive design with paint finish in High
Gloss Black, including wheel arch extensions in exterior color. Set of one-piece alloy wheels
with Exclusive design, including wheel arch extensions in exterior color. Set of one-piece alloy
wheels in five-spoke AeroDesign. Set of one-piece alloy wheels in a Cayenne Turbo design paint
finish in Dark Titanium and with highly polished surfaces. Only available for the Cayenne Turbo.
Thanks to their heavily emphasized front wings, a hood with power domes and characteristic
three-part air intakes. The LED four-point daytime running lights make these models instantly
recognizable. Its front fascia has an independent, particularly powerful design with enlarged air
intakes. Attention is drawn directly to the striking light strip, extending over the entire rear and
elegantly emphasizing the presence of the Cayenne. Shaped like a perfectly formed muscle, the
iconic flyline flows consistently from the front headlights to the seamless taillight strip. The
adaptive rear spoiler accentuates the dynamic contours of the Cayenne Coupe, providing the
right downforce for any situation, with an extension height of mm. While you focus on what lies
ahead, the new panoramic fixed glass roof including sunblind, provides a view of above.
Attention is drawn directly to the striking light strip, extending over the entire rear and elegantly
emphasizing the presence of the Cayenne Coupe. Legal notice. Privacy Notice. The efficient 3.
The maximum torque of 6, rpm is reached between 1, and 5, rpm. The stored engine sounds are
examples. The acoustic experience can vary depending on the model equipment and

environment. The 2. With its hp, the 4. The maximum torque of 6, rpm is reached between 1, and
4, rpm. Acceleration from 0 to 60 mph takes just 3. A powerful hp heralds this efficient
eight-cylinder engine's return to the model range. The 4. For low consumption with maximum
performance: the hp combustion engine reaches its maximum torque of 6, rpm at 1,â€”5, rpm.
The kW PS electric motor provides additional boost. The total system power is hp and maximum
system torque Nm. A high-performance duo: the powerful combustion engine delivers a
whopping hp with a maximum torque of 6, rpm at 2,â€”4, rpm. The 8-speed Tiptronic S in the
Cayenne models reduces fuel consumption thanks to its wide ratio spread, thereby enhancing
comfort and athleticism. The active all-wheel drive of Porsche Traction Management PTM
provides optimal lateral support as well as the best possible power distribution. PTV Plus is a
system intended to improve driving dynamics and stability. It works with a precise application
of the brakes on the rear wheels and an electronically regulated rear differential lock. For
increased stability, outstanding traction and high agility at any speed. To save fuel, the
so-called coasting function is possible in certain situations. The engine is decoupled from the
transmission and reduced to idling speed, thereby avoiding its braking effect. Porsche 4D
Chassis Control centrally analyzes the driving situation in all three spatial dimensions,
calculates the best driving conditions and synchronizes all the chassis systems in real time.
The three-chamber technology and adaptive air suspension provides a better mix of comfort
and sporty driving; spring rate is changed per driving mode and situation. With self-levelling
function, ride-height adjustment and PASM. PASM is an electronic damping control system that
actively controls the damping force as per the road conditions and driving mode, for each
wheel. For reduced body movements and moreseat comfort. Rear-axle steering improves
handling at low speeds, thereby simplifying maneuvering and turning. At higher speeds, it
significantly increases driving stability. PDCC - active roll stabilization system. It suppresses
the lateral body movement during dynamic cornering. For improved performance, even more
neutral handling and increased ride comfort at any speed. There are three versions of the
lightweight sport package, which is only available for Cayenne Coupe models. Owners of a
Cayenne Coupe model can have the lightweight sport package with the rear fascia, wheel arch
moldings, sideskirts, door sidebars, front fascia, air intake grilles, airblades painted in black
matt and inch GT Design wheels painted in satin black as an option. The lightweight sport
package, carbon fiber for the Cayenne Coupe models adds airblades and exterior mirror upper
trims in carbon fiber. The air intake grilles and mirror lower trims and base have a High Gloss
Black finish. The Porsche Ceramic Composite Brakes PCCB discs have a diameter of mm at the
front axle and mm at the rear axle - for even greater braking performance. The brakes shine, and
not just because of the white brake calipers. Other advantages include improved corrosion
resistance of the brake discs, even during prolonged idle periods, and significantly reduced
formation of brake dust. The result: the wheels and brake system stay clean for longer. As well
as its brake calipers in exclusive red, the system is also more tuned to high performance and
uses aluminum monobloc fixed brake calipers. Pedal travel is short, the pressure point precise.
Six-piston aluminum brake calipers at the front; four-piston units at the rear have a closed
monobloc design, giving a constant braking effect even under high load. Brake discs are
internally vented. In the Cayenne E-Hybrid models, six pistons at the front and four at the rear
ensure outstanding performance, enhanced by brake calipers in exclusive Acid Green.
Powerful, even under max. The front, adaptive Sport seats way, electric with memory package
are also fully geared towards sporty driving. They guarantee genuine motorsport emotion â€”
without having to compromise on comfort. The optional massage function for the front comfort
seats way, electric provides relaxation on longer journeys. Other typical strengths of all
Cayenne models: the generous amount of space and a stowage volume that can be more than
doubled with the rear seat folded down. In addition to this great versatility, there are also a
variety of personalization options. In short: almost too good for outings alone. The four-zone
automatic climate control features individual temperature controls for the driver and front
passenger, and separate ones for the rear seats, too. An active carbon fiber filter traps particles,
pollen and odors and thoroughly filters fine dust from the outside air before it reaches the
interior. As well as a full-HD The sound like you're in one of the best concert halls in the world.
And adapts the gear change strategy and speed. The driver must always monitor driving style
and intervene if in doubt. The system can be overridden by using the brake or accelerator pedal.
The freely configurable, full-colour head-up display projects all information pertaining to the
journey directly into the driver's field of vision. The LED matrix beam specifically deactivates
segments of the permanent main-beam cone so that other vehicles are no longer dazzled,
reflective traffic signs are faded out and the driver is less distracted. Night Vision Assist uses
an infrared camera to detect pedestrians and large wildlife before they are illuminated by the
headlights. A thermal image in the instrument cluster warns the driver. ParkAssist supports you

when parking and manoeuvring. Using four high-resolution cameras, Surround View displays a
degree view of the area around you on the PCM display. While Lane Keeping Assist helps to
keep the vehicle in lane, Lane Change Assist uses radar-based technology to monitor the area
behind the vehicle and blind spots. Collision and Brake Assist detects vehicles, pedestrians or
cyclists in the collision area, alerts the driver and performs an automatic emergency stop, if
necessary. Voice Pilot, your online voice command system, provides assistance, enabling you
to keep your eye on the road and traffic at all times. Pay constant attention to vehicle data via
the Porsche Connect app or My Porsche. You can also conveniently control certain functions
from a distance, such as locking windows and doors. Get there faster and with less stress using
real-time traffic data, letting you identify the volume of traffic in advance and informing you of
convenient alternative routes in plenty of time. Your vehicle will then be located and secured by
the local authorities. The twin-turbo V8 engine and electric motor combination leave no doubt
as to their sports car DNA. Our Cayenne E-Hybrid models demonstrate that: we refer to
e-mobility as E-Performance , because sustainability coupled with driving dynamics, bring a
joyful smile to the faces of sports car enthusiasts. In our E-Hybrid models, the mode switch and
PCM are used to select driving modes specially designed for their drive. You can unlock the full
potential of your Cayenne or Cayenne Coupe at all times. Thanks to an optimally integrated
vehicle charge port, practical equipment and sophisticated options for home charging and on
the road, we provide innovative mobility through and through. We take innovative mobility
further â€” beyond the vehicle. With an optimally integrated vehicle charge port, practical
equipment and intelligent charging options for at home and on the road. As with everything you
love, there is never enough. You are never quite finished. Improved their agility. Increased their
sportiness. With even more passion and precision. Or in other words: with even more Porsche.
Enough power to strive for more freedom: with hp and lb. With its striking front fascia,
sideskirts and aerodynamic roof spoiler only on the Cayenne GTS , the distinctive look of the
SportDesign Package is an expression of sporty performance. Part of the lightweight sport
package for the Cayenne GTS Coupe; the sport exhaust comes with centrally positioned sport
tailpipes. The racing line of the Cayenne GTS models is enhanced with brake calipers in red.
Six-piston aluminum monobloc fixed brake calipers at the front. Pedal travel is short, pressure
point precise; the brake reinforced and adapted to the high performance. Behind the wheel of
the Cayenne GTS models, you determine the route, but close to the tarmac, the inch RS Spyder
Design wheels in satin black confidently define the wide track. At Porsche Exclusive
Manufaktur, we offer you a range of personalization options for the exterior and interior of your
car. For your own very personal vehicle. Contact an authorized Porsche dealer, request the
information material or register for exclusive Porsche news. Subscribe or Rent the Cayenne
with Porsche Drive. This website uses cookies. We do this to better understand how visitors
use our site and to offer you a more personal experience. We share information about your use
of our site with social media and analytics partners in accordance with our Privacy Notice. Build
Your Own. Cayenne Coupe. Cayenne E-Hybrid. Cayenne E-Hybrid Coupe. Cayenne S. Cayenne
S Coupe. Cayenne GTS. Cayenne GTS Coupe. Cayenne Turbo. Cayenne Turbo Coupe. Cayenne
Turbo S E-Hybrid. Excludes options; taxes; title; registration; delivery, processing and handling
fee; dealer charges. Dealer sets actual selling price. The Cayenne and Cayenne Coupe: both
boast a striking appearance and impressive performance, with up to five seats. Whether you
prefer embarking upon your next adventure in the Cayenne together with friends, or fall for the
iconic lines of the Coupe, it is purely a matter of personal taste. But one thing also applies to
our two biggest models: every Porsche is first and foremost a sports car. What unites us all is
our enthusiasm for the sports car experience. This begins even before we start the engine â€”
with our first glimpse of the dynamic proportions of the Cayenne models, and reveal their
Porsche DNA. As soon as we get in, we inhale the motorsport atmosphere â€” thanks to the
high-quality standard equipment. Discover more. Cayenne Models. Two body types. Unique
shapes that share a common heritage: as is instantly evident with the Cayenne and Cayenne
Coupe models. A Porsche is always a Porsche â€” and thus unmistakable. Thanks to their
dynamic design and five doors that are open for any adventure, the Cayenne models bring team
spirit to the world of the sports car. Making the Porsche experience even more diverse. Above
all, the exterior design of the Cayenne Coupe models leaves observers wanting more. The
iconic flyline flows consistently from the headlights to the seamless taillight strip, like a
perfectly formed muscle. Set of one-piece alloy wheels in Turbo design. Exclusive to the
Cayenne GTS models. Alloy wheels in a dual-arm five-spoke lightweight design. Set of
one-piece alloy wheels with spoke design. Set of one-piece alloy wheels with five-spoke design.
Cayenne Design highlights. Unmistakable Porsche DNA. Cayenne Turbo front fascia. Taillight
strip. Cayenne Coupe Design highlights. The iconic flyline. Adaptive rear spoiler. Panoramic
fixed glass roof. Lightweight sport packages. Next chapter. Contact us Recall Information Do

not sell my personal information. Model variants. E-Hybrid The mix of sustainability and driving
dynamics brings a smile to any sports car enthusiast. Because they can look forward to hybrid
technology from the racetrack â€” with space for the entire family. Whether on the racetrack or
the road, leisure or everyday driving: at the wheel of the versatile Porsche Cayenne S,
fascination and sporty driving pleasure undisputedly take the lead. Three letters are all it takes
to describe the glint in your eye and intense goosebumps â€” GTS. Pure and thrilling: the
Cayenne GTS models bring a motorsport atmosphere to the road. An intense adrenaline rush
and continuous moments of joy â€” driven by our most powerful eight-cylinder engine. Yet the
best thing about the Cayenne Turbo remains its superior sports car feel. Due to the dual drive
concept, the impressive performance of its hybrid technology delivers the most powerful engine
output in the model range. Sport Response button for an extremely direct response at the touch
of a button. Cayenne 3. Cayenne S 2. Cayenne Turbo 4. Cayenne GTS 4. Cayenne E-Hybrid 3.
Cayenne Turbo S E-Hybrid 4. Chassis systems. Porsche 4D Chassis Control. Adaptive air
suspension. Rear-axle steering. Sport Chrono Package. At the touch of a button, the Sport
Chrono Package tunes the chassis, engine and transmission. It includes a stopwatch, as well as
the display of lateral and longitudinal acceleration and lap times. Mode switch with four driving
modes. Mode switch with Sport Response button - derived from the Spyder. Located on the
steering wheel. Sport Response function and Performance Start. Press the button in the center
of the switch to prime the engine and transmission for top responsiveness â€” for approx. The
Performance Start also provides super start-up acceleration. Lightweight sport package.
Lightweight sport package, black. Lightweight sport package, carbon fiber. Cayenne Turbo S
E-Hybrid brakes. Cayenne Turbo brakes. Cayenne GTS brakes. Cayenne S brakes. Cayenne
E-Hybrid brakes. Active slats in the front air intakes enable the combustion engine to be
efficiently cooled. In the Cayenne Coupe models, the adaptive rear spoiler extends by 5. While
the adaptive roof spoiler on the Cayenne Turbo provides stabilizing contact pressure on the
rear axle while driving. Everyday comfort. Make the most of your options. The driver assistance
systems of the Cayenne and Cayenne Coupe models not only provide comprehensive relief and
support, but also recognize risks and warn you in plenty of time. More time for the essentials:
use the services and the Porsche Connect app. Synchronize destinations and your calendar
entries with your Porsche via your smartphone. Four-zone automatic climate control. Driver
assistance systems. Porsche InnoDrive including adaptive cruise control. Head-Up Display.
Night Vision Assist. ParkAssist front and rear including Surround View. Collision and Brake
Assist. Porsche Connect. Voice Pilot. Remote Package. Navigation Plus. Car Security Package.
Meet your digital co-pilots now. Go to Porsche Connect. Turbo S E-Hybrid models. E-Hybrid
models. Special e-driving modes. E-Performance , electromobility and the sports car of the
future. The GTS concept: More of what you love. For even more goosebumps. More butterflies
in your stomach. And more fascination. The GTS Concept. GTS highlights. GTS engines.
SportDesign Package. Sport Exhaust with specific GTS tuning. Refined chassis. GTS brakes.
GTS interior. GTS-specific wheels. The sound of the GTS engine. Like an emotional,
adrenaline-fuelled composition: oozing confident expressive power, the sound of the standard
Sport exhaust system with its external tailpipes provides vibrant appeal with every mile.
Optional central Sport exhaust system. Together, the engine and optional Sport exhaust system
with central tailpipes unleash the powerful V8 symphony from the unique unison of speed,
sound and confidence. Always ready for an encore â€” and a flying start. The world of GTS.
Discover here. Select and configure Cayenne models. Selected Cayenne. Selected Cayenne
Coupe. Selected Cayenne E-Hybrid. Selected Cayenne E-Hybrid Coupe. Selected Cayenne S.
Selected Cayenne S Coupe. Selected Cayenne GTS. Selected Cayenne Turbo. Selected Cayenne
Turbo Coupe. Performance Term Value Top track speed mph 0 - 60 mph 4. Terrain Features
Term Value Max. Body Term Value Length Capacities Term Value Rear luggage compartment
volume Please see your authorized Porsche Dealer for details and availability. Actual mileage
may vary. Motor Item 2. Brakes Item Front: 6-piston aluminum monobloc fixed calipers with mm
internally vented brake discs Rear: 4-piston aluminum monobloc fixed calipers with mm
internally vented brake discs Brake calipers in Titanium Grey Anti-lock Braking System ABS
Electric parking brake. Climate Control Item Two-zone climate control with separate temperature
settings for driver and front passenger, automatic air recirculation mode incl. In addition, Warn
and Brake Assist may not detect every object in the road. The system may not operate if certain
evasive maneuvers are performed by the driver. Instruments Item Central analog tachometer
with black dial face Instrument cluster with two high-resolution displays. The vehicle equipment
necessary to use Porsche Connect is only available factory-installed, and cannot be retrofitted.
Likewise, the vehicle equipment may not work with future mobile networks yet to be deployed.
Some functions may require separate subscriptions, or data charges may apply. Luggage
Compartment Item Storage compartments in interior depending on model and personalized

specification : glove compartment, door storage compartments front and rear, storage bin in
center console, small storage compartment in center console, and storage compartment in rear
armrest Fixed luggage compartment cover. Build Your Porsche Compare. Search Cayenne S
Inventory. Discover Live Stories. All Media Images Video. Go to contact form. Next steps.
Porsche Dealer Search. The mix of sustainability and driving dynamics brings a smile to any
sports car enthusiast. Ramp break-over angle steel suspension. Porsche Cars North America
offers service and maintenance packages in a variety of terms to match your intended usage.
Steel spring suspension incl. Front: 6-piston aluminum monobloc fixed calipers with mm
internally vented brake discs. Rear: 4-piston aluminum monobloc fixed calipers with mm
internally vented brake discs. Electrically adjustable, folding, and heatable exterior mirrors.
Twin dual-tube tailpipes, outside left and right, in brushed stainless steel. Front corner lights
with LED position light and direction indicator. Three-dimensional LED taillights with integral
4-point brake lights and light strip. Interior lighting: illumination of interior door openers, front
center console storage compartment, front door storage compartments, reading lights and
interior lights in front, reading lights rear left and right, orientation lighting front and rear, front
footwell lights, illuminated vanity mirrors for driver and passenger, luggage compartment
lighting, glove compartment lighting. Two-zone climate control with separate temperature
settings for driver and front passenger, automatic air recirculation mode incl. Tinted
thermally-insulated glass all around with grey top-tint on windshield. Rear seats with folding
center armrest and individually folding backrests Porsche Side Impact Protection System
POSIP , comprising side impact protection elements in the doors, thorax ai
clutch pedal spring replacement
kk2 pinout
deh x65bt wiring diagram
rbags integrated into the side bolster of each front seat. Curtain airbags along entire roof frame
and side windows from the A-pillar to the C-pillar left and right. Engine immobilizer with remote
central locking and alarm system with radar-based interior surveillance. Door armrest front
center console with integrated storage compartment. Multifunction steering wheel with
shift-paddles with rim in smooth-finish leather. Door sill guards in brushed aluminum with
model designation on front and rear. Three 12V plug sockets 1 front center console, 1 below
glove compartment, 1 rear luggage compartment. Four USB-C charging ports 2 front center
console, 2 rear center console. Hi-fi sound system with 10 speakers, total output of watts.
Storage compartments in interior depending on model and personalized specification : glove
compartment, door storage compartments front and rear, storage bin in center console, small
storage compartment in center console, and storage compartment in rear armrest.

